Potentially lethal radiation damage repair and its inhibition by hyperthermia in normal hamster cells, mouse cells, and transformed mouse cells.
The capacity of plateau-phase Chinese hamster V79 and normal and transformed C3H-10T1/2 cells for repair of potentially lethal radiation damage (PLD) was evaluated for cells irradiated alone or given combined treatments of heat and radiation. The data show that all cell lines tested could repair PLD and that transformation to the tumorigenic state may reduce the capacity to repair PLD, especially if cells are evaluated at equal survival levels. Hyperthermia treatments before irradiation produced less sensitization than treatments after irradiation. In addition, hyperthermia treatment led to the inhibition of cellular capacity to repair PLD. This effect was the greatest for cells heated after irradiation, and repair of PLD could be completely eliminated. Several temperature isodose heat treatments were evaluated, and the lower temperature heat treatments were more effective in the inhibition of PLD than the higher temperature heat treatments; this is consistent with earlier results indicating temperature dependence in thermal radiosensitization (S. A. Sapareto et al., Int. J. Radiat. Oncol. Biol. Phys. 5, 343-347 (1979)).